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Closed-loop control of the centre of pressure in
post-stroke patients with balance impairments
Claire Kemlin, Fabien Vérité, Véronique Marchand-Pauvert, Pierre-François Pradat, Pascale Pradat-Diehl,
Alain Giron and Wael Bachta
Abstract—When a lightly touched surface is moved according
to a closed-loop control law, it has been shown in young adults that
the Centre of Pressure (CoP) can be displaced in a controllable
way without the conscious cooperation of participants. In this
closed-loop paradigm, the surface velocity was continuously
adjusted according to the CoP position. Since the closed-loop
control of the CoP does not require the participant’s voluntary
cooperation, it could be of interest for the development of
innovative biofeedback devices in balance rehabilitation. Before
anticipating the implementation of this closed-loop control
paradigm with patients, it is necessary to establish its effects on
people suffering from balance impairments. The aim of this study
was to assess the effects of this CoP closed-loop control in poststroke (PS) patients and aged-matched healthy controls. Efficacy
of the closed-loop control for driving the patients’ CoP was
assessed using the saturation time and two scores computing the
error between the predefined and the current CoP trajectories.
68% and 83% of the trials were considered as successful in
patients and controls, respectively. The global tracking error of
the closed-loop score was similar between the two groups.
However, when examining the real CoP displacement from the
starting position to the desired one, PS patients responded to the
closed-loop control to a lesser extent than controls. These results,
obtained in the same conditions for healthy and post-stroke
individuals could be improved by tuning the closed-loop
parameters according to individual characteristics. This study
paves the road towards the development of involuntary/automatic
biofeedback techniques in more ecological conditions.
Index Terms—balance, biofeedback, centre of pressure, closedloop control, light touch.1

I. INTRODUCTION
Loss of postural control leads to an increased
incidence of falls and represents a major health issue.
Natural aging processes [1] as well as neurogical
disease (e.g. stroke) [2] may alter a person’s ability
to effectively regulate standing postures. In order to
restore adaptive postural control, patients may
undergo rehabilitation programs, which consist of
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intensive sets of physical exercises involving balance
tasks [3], [4]. In addition to conventional clinical
balance scales [5], force plates can be used to
monitor body sway [6] and provide a quantified
assessment of postural control [7], [8].
A. Traditional sensory biofeedback requires users’
voluntary action
Rehabilitation programs may benefit from sensory
biofeedback techniques, in which the central nervous
system (CNS) is supplied with relevant additional
sensory information [9]. Providing sensory
biofeedback represents an effective approach for
improving balance after stroke [10]–[12]. Sensory
biofeedback systems are usually composed of (1) a
balance assessment device, (2) an algorithm
extracting meaningful postural data and (3) another
device providing pertinent information to the
participant regarding their performance. This
feedback may take the form of visual [13], [14],
auditory [15], vibrotactile [16]–[18] or kinesthetic
[19] cues.
For instance, in [13], [14], the position of the
participant’s Centre of Pressure (CoP) was
monitored by a Nintendo Wii Balance Board and
displayed in real-time on a screen. Using this setup,
patients were asked to move their CoP towards
different targets in the video game interface with the
objective of retraining postural control. In [15], [20],
balance was monitored using an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) integrated in a smartphone
while headphones were used to provide auditory
feedback on an individual’s postural activity. In [16],
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[17], balance was similarly monitored using an IMU
and a wobble board. In this case, participants
received oriented warning messages from two
vibrotactors attached to the waist. In [18], post-stroke
patients with hemiparesis used a biofeedback-based
device for the purpose of improving gait. This system
was composed of a smartphone for balance
measurements, a kinesthetic haptic cane held by the
non-paretic hand, and a set of vibrotactile actuators
attached to the paretic lower limb. The system was
effective for increasing the walking speed by
improving the active involvement of the paretic limb.
In [19], an IMU and an Phantom Omni® were used
to quantify postural sway and provide light
directional forces indicating how the body should
tilt. The authors reported positive effects in poststroke patients.
Furthermore, combining several sensory cues may
potentially enhance balance training outcomes.
Indeed, certain projects have specifically focused
upon the development of multimodal sensory
feedback exercises. For instance, in [21], visual and
vibrotactile feedback was provided simultaneously
to patients with Parkinson’s disease using a
smartphone and a belt housing a processing unit,
miniaturized sensors, and vibrating actuators. Of
course, the means by which the sensory information
is coded is also a key factor. Ongoing investigations
are required to identify those which are easiest for the
individual to interpret [22].
Importantly though, all the biofeedback-based
systems described above require the voluntary
cooperation of each participant. Subjects must
perceive and interpret the supplementary information
which is transmitted before responding through
postural adjustments. Having biofeedback-based
systems that function with no or minimal active
involvement of the user could be particularly useful
in neurorehabilitation, especially for patients with
important cognitive impairments. For such patients,
dealing with several tasks simultaneously is very
challenging and providing this type of feedback may
help them to improve their posture implicitly. It
could also be interesting to study the short and longterm effects of repeated sessions of this unconscious
feedback on natural postural sway. Further
technological development might also allow this
type of approach to be adapted in order to implant
unconscious feedback in technical walking aids.
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B. Towards alternative sensory biofeedback with
implicit, closed-loop control of the CoP
In [23], it was reported that lightly touching a
stationary surface with the forefinger reduced
postural sway with eyes either closed or open, and
without the participants’ voluntary cooperation. The
stabilizing effect of light touch is effective in healthy
participants, and has also been verified in patients
with neurological disorders [24] such as post-stroke
patients [25], [26]. Given that the forces involved in
the light touch paradigm are less than 1N, the
postural changes observed are not a consequence of
increased mechanical support. Rather, the stabilizing
effects of the light touch correspond with the
supplementary sensory information provided to the
CNS. The motionless light touch paradigm explains,
for instance, how some patients benefit from a cane
[27], [28] or a walker [29] even with small
interaction forces between the user and the technical
aid.
Following from these findings, a portable sensory
augmentation device has been developed to help
healthy subjects to correct their posture with an IMU
monitoring balance and a skin-stretch motor
providing tactile information to the forefinger [30].
Participants were not aware of the role of the skin
stretcher. When the participant leaned forward, the
fingertip was stretched backward and the participant
was expected to move backward in reaction without
interpreting the signal or making any decision. While
the efficacy of this tactile-based system is not yet
clear in healthy participants, its effects when
simulating sensory deficits appear promising.
In [31]–[33], it was reported that lightly touching a
sinusoidally moving surface induces CoP
displacements with the same frequency when
participants’ eyes are either closed [31], or open [33].
This coupling occurs without any voluntary
participation of participants. Often, participants were
not even aware of the surface motion.
Based on these findings, we have developed a system
for closed-loop control of the CoP [34], [35] where
the sagittal position of the CoP was servo-controlled
around a smooth trajectory in order to bring it to a
new arbitrary, predefined target position. In this
closed-loop control, the lightly touched surface
velocity was adjusted according to the difference
between the desired (i.e. the arbitrary predefined
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target) CoP position and the actual participant’s CoP
position at each sampling time.

II. MATERIAL AND SCORES ASSESSING THE CLOSED-

C. Contributions and outline:
Our long-term objective is to develop a sensory
biofeedback-based device for improving balance and
mobility in rehabilitation settings. Our system, based
on closed-loop control of participants’ CoP, does not
require any voluntary involvement of participants.
Before anticipating any implementation of the
closed-loop control of the CoP in rehabilitation, it is
necessary to validate its efficacy in patients. To our
best knowledge, our study is the first to include
patients in an experiment aiming at displacing their
CoP using a moving, lightly touched surface.
Our study has three objectives. The first is to assess
the possibility of driving participants’ CoP both
forward and backward, using a closed-loop and a
new smooth reference trajectory. The second
objective is to introduce two new evaluation criteria:
(1) the saturation time, denoted ∆tsat measured the
amount of time during which the closed-loop failed
to drive the CoP position, a situation which occurs
when the moving surface reaches the limits of its
working space. If this saturation time is excessively
long, one may conclude that the trial is unsuccessful.
(2) estart which gave information concerning the
displacement achieved by the CoP. This score
indicated the difference between the CoP
displacement decided by the experimenter (8 mm)
and that which was actually achieved by the
participant. The third objective is to assess and
compare the efficacy of the CoP closed-loop control
in Post-Stroke (PS) patients and aged-matched
healthy subjects by using the tracking error Є,
already published in [34], [35]. estart, along with Є
was used to quantify the efficacy of the closed-loop
control and to compare the results achieved in
controls and post-stroke patients.
The paper is organized as follows. The following
section is dedicated to the presentation of the device,
the closed-loop control of the CoP, the tracking error
score Є, and the two new evaluation criteria (∆tsat and
estart). The third section then presents the
experimental methods while the fourth section
introduces the commented results. Finally, and
before concluding, a general discussion about our
results, the limitations of the study and the ongoing
investigations are given.

A. The experimental setup
The experimental setup, depicted in Fig. 1, was
composed of a force plate (AMTI BP400600-1000,
Watertown, USA), its associated amplifier (AMTI
mini amp, Watertown, USA), and a custom-made
translational motorised device which allowed for the
displacement of the surface on which participants
placed their forefinger. The motorised device was a
belt-pulley mechanism driven by a direct current
electric motor. The speed of the belt was controlled
by an Elmo Solo-Whistle servo-drive. The belt was
equipped with a flexiforce sensor in order to monitor
the force applied by the participants’ forefinger. A
double-sided adhesive tape was stuck on the top of
the flexiforce sensor. The belt and the finger motions
were equal. The equipment was non-reversible, i.e. it
could not be displaced by the finger motion. The belt
could move 20 mm backward and 20 mm forward
around the initial position. The working space length
was equal to 40 mm.

LOOP EFFECTS

Figure 1: Experimental setup. (a) Global view of the setup during a trial with a
post-stroke participant with a right-sided hemiparesis and (b) close view of the
translational motorized device.

At the beginning of each closed-loop trial, the
flexiforce was brought back to the center of the
working space. A computer equipped with an
acquisition board ran custom software, which
acquired the force plate measurements, computed the
CoP position, and sent the reference speed to the
motor servo-drive at a rate of 500 Hz. Loudspeakers
in the room emitted pink noise to prevent the sound
generated by the motor from giving acoustic cues to
participants about the belt motion.
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B. Closed-loop control of the CoP position
Our closed-loop paradigm aimed at displacing the
CoP towards a new position. This was achieved by
servoing the CoP position at each sampling time
around an arbitrary smooth reference trajectory
denoted p*(t) (illustrated in blue in Fig. 2(b) and 3).
Unlike [31], [32], the lightly touched surface did not
move independently. The belt velocity was set
according to the instantaneous CoP position as in
[34], [35]. More precisely, at each sampling time, the
belt velocity (equal to the finger velocity) was set to
be proportional to the error between the desired
position of the reference trajectory and the
participant’s filtered position as illustrated in Fig 2(a)
and shown in the following equation:
𝑣𝑏 (𝑡) = 𝐾(𝑝∗ (𝑡) − 𝑝
̃ (𝑡))
where 𝑣𝑏 (𝑡) is the speed of the belt at some time (𝑡),
𝐾 is a constant feedback gain, 𝑝∗ (𝑡) is the reference
trajectory and can be seen as the desired CoP
position, 𝑝(𝑡) is the current CoP position in the
anteroposterior direction, 𝑝
̃ (𝑡) is a low-pass filtered
version of 𝑝(𝑡). The low-pass filtering was applied
using a first order Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 0.3 Hz. This filtering enabled us to
retain the slow component of each participant’s
postural sway. The feedback gain was tuned in a
trial-and-error fashion in a pilot study on young and
healthy subjects not documented here and set to 0.48
s-1.

belt/finger displacements. (a) the closed-loop control law, (b) performance of
one post-stroke patient during one forward closed-loop trial.

With this experimental closed-loop setup, if the
participants leaned forwards and overreached the
desired value of the reference trajectory (i.e. 𝑝
̃ > 𝑝∗ ),
the belt moved backwards in order to drive the
current CoP position towards the reference value p*.
Inversely, if the participants leaned backwards and
under-reached the desired value (i.e. 𝑝
̃ < 𝑝∗ ), the
belt moved forwards.
The reference trajectory has been defined to avoid
sharp transitions like the one reported in [34]. Our
trajectory was intended to guide the CoP towards a
new reference position (8 mm forward and
backward) implicitly (i.e. without the conscious
cooperation of the participants). The aimed
displacement length of 8 mm was chosen for two
reasons. First, the displacement had to be large
enough to observe a clear shift in participants’ mean
CoP position in the AP direction. For participants
lightly touching a stable surface with closed eyes, the
mean sway amplitude in the AP direction was 2.5
mm in older healthy participants (60-86 years old)
[36] and around 2 mm in post-stroke participants
[25]. Thus, the 8 mm value has been chosen to be
distinctly higher than these values. Also, the aimed
displacement could not be excessively large or at a
point where the safety and postural stability of the
patients would be compromised.
The reference trajectory can either present a forward
and then backward direction in the forward closedloop condition (F_CL). It can also achieve the
reverse path, i.e. a posterior motion followed by an
anterior one in the backward closed-loop condition
(B_CL).
The time intervals of the reference trajectory p* were
defined over the 80-second trial as follows:
₋
₋
₋

₋
₋
Figure 2: Closed-loop control of the CoP using moving light-touch. In blue: the
reference trajectory, in red: the actual trajectory of the CoP and in green: the
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[0 to 10]s: The mean CoP position in the AP direction
was computed during the first 10 seconds.
[10 to 20]s: 𝑝∗ was set to be equal to the mean CoP
position calculated during the first 10 seconds.
[20 to 30]s: 𝑝∗ (𝑡) was a smooth trajectory moving 8
mm forward or backward, depending on whether a
Forward Closed-loop (F_CL) or a Backward Closedloop (B_CL) was implemented.
[30 to 50]s: 𝑝∗ (𝑡) remained constant at its new value
(8 mm away from the initial position).
[50 to 60]s: 𝑝∗ (𝑡) was a smooth trajectory moving 8
mm backward or forward, depending on whether a
Forward Closed-loop (F_CL) or a Backward Closedloop (B_CL) was implemented.
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₋

[60 to 80]s: 𝑝∗ (𝑡) was set to be equal to the mean CoP
position calculated during the first 10 seconds.

The reference trajectory time intervals were the
same for all closed-loop trials.
The goal of the closed-loop was thus to maintain
each participant’s CoP position for the first 10
seconds, then move it forward or backward 8 mm
(in ten seconds) and maintain it at the new
position for 20 seconds, then move it back to its
initial position (in 10 seconds), and once again
maintain it at the initial position for the last 20
seconds. Only the direction of the reference
trajectory was different between the F_CL and
the B_CL conditions. The F_CL and B_CL were
implemented to see if there was a significant
difference between these two anteroposterior
directions.
Fig. 2(b) shows an example of a single forward
closed-loop trial in a post-stroke patient. During
this specific trial, when the filtered CoP was
lower than the reference trajectory, the finger was
moved forward (𝑣(𝑡) > 0 like in the [15 to 40]s
time interval). Conversely, when the filtered CoP
was higher than the reference trajectory, the
finger was moved backward (𝑣(𝑡) < 0 like in the
[55 to 60]s time interval). In this trial, we can
observe that the closed-loop control induced the
expected CoP displacement in the first forty
seconds and then failed to drive the CoP.
C. Closed-loop scores
Three different scores, computed to assess the
closed-loop efficacy have been compared between
the two groups:
1) The absolute value of the mean tracking
error, Є, was computed as follows Є =
1
|∑𝑝∗ − 𝑝| where N=35000 is the number of
𝑁
samples recorded during the trial. The
absolute value was used because oscillations
about a reference upright stance is necessary
for maintaining balance. This score can be
seen as the tracking error from an engineering
point of view [34], [35].
2) The total duration for which the finger was in
saturation during one closed-loop trial for
each individual, ∆tsat. At certain moments,
the belt, and thus the finger, reached the
chosen maximum belt displacement of 20
mm in either the positive or the negative
direction (see e.g. [45 to 55]s interval in Fig.
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2(b) in an individual trial in a stroke subject).
This situation was called “saturation”. This
was susceptible to happen if the closed-loop
failed to keep the CoP of the participant close
to the desired reference trajectory. In this
case, the moving surface, touched by the
finger, stopped its displacement and was no
longer able to adjust the CoP trajectory. This
mechanism of saturation was implemented to
avoid an endless displacement of the belt. For
example in a F_CL trial, if the CoP remained
lower than the reference trajectory, the finger
velocity 𝑣𝑏 (𝑡) would have remained positive,
and the belt would have moved forward
indefinitely. Instead, the finger stopped
moving when it reached the working space
upper boundary of the motorized device (= 20
mm from the initial position). The belt could
move again backward if the CoP desired
position became lower than the actual CoP
position (thanks to a postural change or a
change of the CoP desired position).
If the belt and consequently the finger were
in the saturation situation for a long time, we
expected the closed-loop control to give poor
results. The higher this score was, the less
effective the closed-loop was in driving the
CoP.
3) estart: During the [20 to 30]s interval of the
closed-loop trials, the goal was to displace
the mean CoP by 8 mm (forwards or
backwards) in the AP direction. The actual
displacement of the CoP mean position,
denoted |𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 |, was obtained by computing
the absolute value of the difference between
the mean CoP positions during the [30 to 50]s
and [10 to 20]s time intervals. The difference
between the expected displacement (8 mm)
and the actual displacement was denoted estart
=8-|𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 |. Figure 3 illustrates how estart was
computed for a trial recorded with a poststroke patient in F_CL condition.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Participants

Figure 3: Calculation of the closed-loop performance score, estart which is the
difference between 8 mm and the actual CoP displacement (between the [30 to
50]s and the [10 to 20]s intervals). The lesser estart is, the more the CoP is
displaced, the more efficient is the closed-loop control.

In summary, the smaller these three scores were, the
better the performance was.
In order to explore more specifically the closed-loop
effects, we chose to analyze trials where the finger
did not reach saturation for too much time. For this
purpose, ∆tsat of all the participants’ trials (controls
and PS in both conditions) were merged in ∆tALL, and
only trials with saturation times less than the third
quartile of ∆tALL were retained for a deeper
investigation.

Twenty PS patients were recruited at La PitiéSalpêtrière hospital from the Stroke unit and two
rehabilitation departments. All PS patients were
hemiparetic and presented with balance impairments
(Berg balance scale < 56). There were as many right
sided stroke patients as left sided stroke patients. The
median [Q1: first interquartile - Q3: third
interquartile] time between stroke onset and
inclusion was variable: 6.4 months [2.1 - 26.9]. The
median [Q1 - Q3] score obtained by the PS patients
for the Berg balance scale was 44.5 [42 - 48] out of
56. All patients required technical assistance to walk
indoors and/or outdoors. Patients were either
hospitalized for care and rehabilitation or underwent
the experiment during an outpatient visit. Twenty
healthy, age-matched participants were also
recruited. The study was approved by the appropriate
legal and ethical authority (CPP Ile de France VI –
Pitié-Salpêtrière – ID RCB: 2014-A0165839) in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written
informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Participant characteristics are given in Table I.

TABLE I: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARTICIPANTS.

Controls (N=20)

PS patients (N=20)

p-value

59 [56 - 62]

63 [55 - 68]

NS

10/10

14/6

NS

1.73 [1.64 - 1.79]

1.67 [1.63 - 1.74]

NS

55 [55 - 56]

45 [42 - 48]

***

8 [8 - 8]

5 [5 - 6]

***

193.6 [120.0 – 312.0]

456.1 [265.6 – 663.5]

**

Clinical characteristics
Age
Sex [m/f]
Height [m]
BERG
modified FAC
Posturographic parameter
SA (mm )

Data are presented as median [Q1: first interquartile – Q3: third interquartile]. PS: post-stroke, FAC: Functional ambulation classification,
SA: sway area, NS: non-significant, <0.001 : ***, <0.01 : **.

B. Experimental procedure
The experiment lasted around 1 hour per participant.
Balance and gait autonomy were assessed with the
Berg balance scale and the modified functional
ambulation
classification
(FAC)
by
a
physiotherapist. During the experiment, participants
stood on the force plate in a bipedal stance. Feet were
positioned at hip width. For each participant, the
position of the feet was marked during the first trial
and reproduced for the following trials. If

participants were unable to place their feet as
indicated by the markers, they received help from the
experimenter. Participants had the possibility to sit in
order to rest between trials at any point during the
experiment. The motorized device was placed on a
table in front of the participant so as to move the belt
in the anteroposterior (AP) direction. The height was
adjusted to be approximatively level with the
participant’s centre of mass (between the pubis and
the navel). As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), bars were
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installed on both sides of the participants to ensure
their safety. A physiotherapist was always close to
the participant to manage any unexpected situations.
A parameter related to the CoP, the sway area (SA),
was collected in order to quantify precisely the sway
and give a more accurate representation of the brain’s
ability to correct balance [37]. The SA was recorded
in a simple standing position with eyes closed. The
SA is the surface of the ellipse enclosing 90% of the
recorded CoP points [38]. During the two first trials,
dedicated to the recording of the SA, participants
were instructed to keep the standing position with
eyes closed and their arms alongside their body
during 60 seconds. To assess the efficacy of the
closed-loop control law in both directions,
participants underwent 2 trials in the forward closedloop (F_CL) condition and 2 trials in the backward
closed-loop (B_CL) condition. The order of trials
was randomized for the closed-loop conditions.
C. Instructions given to the participants before each
closed-loop trial
For both F_CL and B_CL conditions, participants
were instructed to stand on the force plate, remain
still, lightly touch the belt and close their eyes.
Before each closed-loop trial, participants were told
to: “Stand on this plate, put your index finger on this
white tape, look at in front of you and then close your
eyes. Remain as still as possible during the trial. The
trial will last less than 2 minutes. I will tell you when
the trial is finished so you can open your eyes and
remove your finger.” Closing the eyes was expected
to favor the use of the kinesthetic sensory
information. Participants were asked to put the tip of
their forefinger on a double-sided adhesive tape
stuck on the flexiforce sensor before the beginning of
the trial and maintain the contact between their finger
and the belt for the duration of each trial (as seen in
Fig. 1(b)). The physiotherapist verified visually that
the participants’ forefinger stayed in contact with the
belt during the trials. If the participant exceeded a
force of 1N on the flexiforce sensor, an alarm sound
was emitted. The subject was then asked to release
the pressure on the belt while maintaining the contact
between the sensor and his finger. After the end of
the trial (80 seconds), participants were allowed to
remove their finger from the sensor until the
beginning of the next trial. PS patients and controls
were asked to use the forefinger of their unaffected
side or of their dominant hand respectively.
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Participants were not informed of the precise goal of
the study. More specifically, they were not aware of
the motion of the belt. However, if a participant
detected that the belt was moving, the investigators
neither confirmed nor denied their suspicions.
D. Statistical analysis
Because of the small sample size, scores are reported
as medians, first and third quartile values [Q1 - Q3]
and the tests are non-parametric.
A non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was used to
compare quantitative clinical characteristics and
sway area between the two groups. A Chi-square test
was used to find any difference in the sex ratio
between the two groups.
A paired Wilcoxon signed rank test was run to test
any significant differences between corresponding
scores from the F_CL and B_CL conditions in each
participant.
A non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was used to
compare closed-loop parameters (∆tsat, estart and Є)
between groups.
∆tsat was analysed in all closed-loop trials, whereas
estart and Є were only analyzed in retained closedloop trials (with a saturation time lower than the third
quartile of ∆tALL).
In PS patients, correlations between the balance
scores (Berg score and SA) and the closed-loop
parameters (∆tsat, estart and Є) were determined using
the Spearman’s correlation test.
All statistical analyses were performed using
Graphpad prism software. The statistical level of
significance was set at p=0.05.
IV. COMMENTED RESULTS
All participants completed the 2 trials dedicated to
record the sway area and the 4 trials in closed-loop
conditions except 1 PS patient who only completed
2 closed-loop trials due to fatigue (one trial in F_CL
condition and one trial in B_CL condition). Two
trials in F_CL condition (one for a control subject
and one for a PS participant) were not recorded
because of technical problems.
A. Balance
assessment
with
BERG
and
posturographic parameters
As seen in Table 1, post-stroke patients and agedmatched controls were significantly different
concerning their Berg score and their sway area. PS
patients had significantly worse balance abilities
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than controls with lower BERG scores (p<0.001) and
higher SA (p=0.003).
B. No difference between the forward and the
backward conditions
As seen in Fig. 4, there were no statistically
significant differences in ∆tsat (p=0.18), estart
(p=0.84) and Є (p=0.96) between the F_CL and the
B_CL conditions. Therefore, we merged scores
obtained between the 2 conditions (F_CL and
B_CL). This result indicates that we did not find any
difference in the effects of the direction of the
proposed closed-loop control.
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Moreover, when closed-loop trials from all
participants were merged, the median ∆tALL was 12.4
seconds, corresponding to ≈20 % of the total duration
of closed-loop control trials. The values of the first
and the third quartiles were 0 and 25.5 seconds,
respectively. Trials with a ∆tsat lower than 25.5s for
PS and controls were retained for the subsequent
analyses of estart and Є. In total, 68% and 83% of the
closed-loop trials were retained for the PS and
control group, respectively.
D. Closed-loop scores in retained trials (∆tsat <
25.5s)
Scores in the closed-loop conditions for the retained
trials are illustrated in Fig. 6
The mean tracking error Є was similar between
groups (controls: 1.4 [0.8 – 1.7], PS: 1.8 [1.3 - 2],
p=0.06). estart was significantly lower in controls than
in patients (controls: 2.2 [1.6 – 2.6], PS: 3.2 [1.8 –
5.0], p=0.04), which means that the CoP
displacement in response to the closed-loop control
was higher in controls than in PS patients.

Figure 4: Closed-loop scores in forward (white plot) and backward (dotted plot)
conditions. F_CL: forward condition, B_CL: backward condition, Є: tracking
error. The saturation time values are read on the left Y-axis whereas the tracking
error (Є) values and estart values are read on the right Y-axis. Whisker ends
represent the 10 and 90 percentiles.

C. Saturation time

Figure 6: Efficacy scores for the closed-loop paradigm in PS patients and
controls in remaining trials. PS: post-stroke, *: p<0.05. Whisker ends represent
the 10 and 90 percentiles

Figure 5: Saturation time in PS patients and controls. Whisker ends represent
the 10 and 90 percentiles. PS: post-stroke, **: p<0.01.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, patients spent significantly
more time than controls in the saturation condition
(p=0.006). During a closed-loop trial, the
participants found themselves in the saturation
condition for 9.4 [4.6 - 18.1] seconds and 21.8 [15.8
- 27.9] seconds for the controls and PS patients,
respectively.

E. Correlation between balance and closed-loop
efficacy scores in PS patients
In PS patients, no significant correlation was found
between BERG score and Є (rho = -0.37, 95%CI [0.70 ; 0.08] ,p=0.10), estart (rho =-0.16, 95%CI [-0.58
; 0.31], p=0.49) or ∆tsat (rho = 0.03, 95%CI [-0.42 ;
0.47], p=0.90).
No significant correlation was found between the
sway area and Є (rho = 0.36, 95%CI [-0.11 ; 0.70],
p=0.12), estart (rho = 0.18, 95%CI [-0.30 ; 0.59],
p=0.45) or ∆tsat (rho = -0.26, 95%CI [-0.64 ; 0.22],
p=0.27).
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The effects of the closed-loop control was
independent from the balance impairment severity.
F. Summary of results
As expected, PS patients had worse balance than
aged-matched healthy subjects. As per our first
objective, it was demonstrated that the three closedloop scores were similar between the forward and the
backward condition. Second, it has been shown that
the time spent in saturation condition was
statistically greater for PS patients. This led us to
discard some trials and showed that the saturation
time criteria can discriminate successful trials from
unsuccessful ones before even computing estart and
Є. The third objective was to assess and compare the
closed-loop effects between groups. For the retained
trials, there was no significant difference between the
groups for the tracking error Є. However, a slight
difference was observed between the two groups for
the estart criterion.
V. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results of this study respond to our objectives.
A. The obtained performances of the CoP closedloop control
As expected, the closed-loop control law induced a
predefined CoP displacement in PS patients and
aged-matched controls in the sagittal plane. This
displacement was observed in both directions. These
results are therefore encouraging and we stress the
fact that participants were naïve about the expected
postural changes coupled to the finger
displacements. The closed-loop control of the belt
fully induced the CoP displacements without the
participants’ active cooperation. Even if some
participants had noticed belt or finger motions, they
were not aware of the existing coupling between their
finger displacements and their postural sway.
Keeping the participants naïve has led us to assess
the spontaneous response to the closed-loop
paradigm. Our closed-loop control is an unconscious
feedback serving to adjust the postural state
according to a reference trajectory.
A biofeedback which functions without the active
involvement of the user could be particularly useful
in patients with important cognitive impairments. No
patient included in this study had severe cognitive
impairments. It would be interesting to assess in
future studies the cognitive functions and to check
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the effects of our implicit closed-loop control in such
population.
The success of the closed-loop is proof that the
coupling between finger motion and CoP
displacement, shown in [32], [39], functions in older
adults and PS patients. This proof is given here for
the first time.
We are now going to focus more specifically on the
performances of the proposed closed-loop. The
performances were assessed using three scores: the
saturation time, Є and estart. PS patients showed
larger saturation times. However, for the retained
trials, both groups performed similarly, even with a
slight difference when focusing on the estart score.
1) The slightly different effects of the closed-loop
between post-stroke and healthy subjects
PS patients showed larger saturation times and a
slight difference in estart.
One could infer that the haptic and kinesthetic
information provided by the belt motion is less clear
in patients with more pronounced postural
impairment. Indeed, larger postural sway could
cause more frequent finger displacement. To study
this assumption, we computed the correlation
between balance scores and closed-loop sores in PS
participants. No correlation was found, meaning that
the closed-loop control can drive the CoP in patients
experiencing mild to moderate balance impairments.
It is worth noting that the ability to maintain a
standing posture with no support was a condition for
inclusion to the study. This implies that patients with
more severe balance impairments, unable to maintain
a standing position without aid (human or technical)
could not be included. Controlling the CoP of
patients with severe balance impairments is not
relevant at least in a standing position.
The larger saturation time and the slight difference in
estart could also be attributed to the pathological
effects of stroke. First, in post-stroke patients, the
sensorimotor function of the unaffected upper
extremity is different to that of healthy subjects.
Slight impairments are frequent [40]–[42]. The lack
of a complete and sound kinesthesia and tactile
feedback could contribute to greater saturation
durations in such patients. Second, post stroke
patients manifest different postural control
strategies. It has been reported that post stroke
patient actively compensate for their balance
impairments [43]. This may explain why coupling
between the finger and CoP motions was sometimes
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weaker in PS patients. One could also infer that PS
patients could be less confident when moving their
CoP far from their resting position. The maximal
displacement in the AP direction, measured during
the functional reach test, is lower in post-stroke
patients than in healthy subjects, suggesting that
post-stroke patients are less confident to move far
from their initial position [44].
To sum up, the coupling between the belt and the
CoP displacements functions but is quite less
effective in PS patients probably because of minor
sensorimotor impairments of the unaffected arm and
specific postural strategies.
2) The overall similar effects of the closed-loop
between post-stroke and healthy subjects
When considering the tracking error Є in the retained
trials, the results obtained in post-stroke and agedmatched healthy adults extend those obtained in
healthy young people [34], [35]. The tracking error
score (1.05 ± 1.11 mm) found by Vérité et al. in
young healthy adults was approximately the same as
that which was measured here in older adults (around
60 years old) and post-stroke patients. One should
notice that in our current study, the shape of the
reference trajectory has been smoothed.
The control, i.e the belt velocity is permanently
adapted based on the current participant’s CoP
position. Our closed-loop is thus able to adapt to
situational changes. If a given participant has a
weaker coupling between his/her finger and CoP
position, the closure of the loop may overcome this
to a certain extent.
To sum up, we suggest that the similarity between
the two groups concerning the mean tracking error
highlights the efficacy of the closed-loop control to
drive the CoP in a predefined reference trajectory.
B. Improving the performances towards an
individually tailored closed-loop tuning
Even if the closed-loop was effective to drive the
CoP, we must admit that some measures could be
taken to improve the robustness of the proposed
closed-loop paradigm and its effects.
In our study, the same closed-loop gain K was used
for controls and patients. Its value had been
determined
experimentally
(unpublished
observation). One can argue that its chosen value was
inadequate. The tuning of this feedback gain remains
an interesting topic and warrants further
investigation. Indeed, the gain K sets the relationship
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between the CoP error (difference between the
current and the desired CoP positions) and the finger
velocity. If K were set higher, the finger velocity
would also be higher for a given CoP error. However,
a higher gain value would have led to larger
displacements and would likely have more induced
patients into saturation condition. To circumvent this
issue, it might be worth adapting the gain for each
subject. The tuning of this gain requires deeper
understanding of how sensory information is
integrated in postural control and how velocities and
amplitudes of finger movements can alter/improve
the coupling between postural sway and finger
movements. We plan to address these topics in future
studies.
Moreover, one could propose to adapt the expected
displacements length (chosen to be equal to 8 mm
with a transition velocity of 0.8 mm/s) to the
participant in order to avoid excessive difficulty
upon CoP position shift. It may be possible to
regulate expected displacement lengths according to
each individual’s balance performance (CoP
parameters or Berg balance score) such that CoP
would be displaced less for those with greater
balance difficulties. One should start with a low
expected displacement, which could be increased
according to the patient’s progress.
C. Future investigations of the closed-loop control
of the CoP in neurological environment
We recognize the important variability of the
recorded data. Ideally, these results would be further
validated by recruiting more participants in future
studies. In addition to this, having a more precise
assessment of the patients’ sensory and motor
function of both upper and lower limbs may assist in
better interpreting the variability of data.
The mediolateral displacement direction should also
be addressed in post-stroke patients who show great
weight-bearing asymmetry in the frontal plane in
favor of the unaffected leg [2]. The goal will be to
implicitly drive the CoP towards the affected side.
Finally, since preliminary results presented in [35]
showed that the closed-loop is efficient even when
participants’ eyes are open, it would be interesting to
combine the closed-loop control with visual
biofeedback provided e.g. by the Nintendo Wii
balance board (Nintendo, Kyoto, Japan) [15], [20].
The goal will be to supply the CNS with multimodal
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implicit and explicit cues to improve posture in
different situations.
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moment point,” IEEE Trans. Syst. Man.
Cybern., vol. 34, no. 5, pp. 630–637, 2004.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a motorized device with a closed-loop
control was used to unconsciously displace the CoP
of post-stroke patients and aged control subjects
around a desired trajectory. By showing relatively
similar closed-loop responses between groups, the
present experiment has demonstrated the ability of
this device in controlling participants’ CoP without
any
conscious
collaboration.
This
study
demonstrates the interest of closed-loop control
systems and paves the road for implementing such
devices in rehabilitation settings.
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